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ProActis our planner for direct end-user use in project
managementand contingency planning. We’re building it
after extensive experience with SIPE-2(Wilkins, 1989)
and discussions with Austin Tate and Brian Drabble. We
rely on untrained end users to create the plan knowledge.
Dueto the nature of their planning needs, we’vemadeseveral significant changesto the functionality and representation over other classical planners. Thesechanges have
rewardedus with additional benefits. Amongthe benefits
is the advantageof using a fully object-oriented representation.
Weno longer use an action-net but instead use what we
call "object histories" to represent the modificationsto
objects over the plan. Experimentsand formal analyses
showthat object histories almost alwaysoutperformaction
nets for question-answering(or ModalTruth Criterion
(MTC))and detection of precondition clobberers.
In this paper, I’ll explain whywe’vechosena radically
object-oriented approach, howwe represent "actions", and
howthe MTCalgorithm works. Due to space, I will be
unable to address howtask insertion worksincluding precondition testing and detection of precondition clobberers.
I will also be unable to explain howwe handle order linking and other issues related to using this representation.

1.0 Whyobject-oriented?
As we moveautomated planners out of the laboratory and
into practice, we’re seeing twodistinct application arenas:
robotics (situated automaton)and end-user planning.

programand build. Eachapplication is painstakingly
crafted by experts for long-term and repeated use.
End-user planning, on the other hand, requires accessible
programmingand debugging, rich interfaces, and a minimumof representational distinctions. In our investigations,
end-user planning does not require the reactivity that
robotics requires. It does, however,imposeunique and
challenging requirements. Most new plans introduce new
initial states, goal states, and actions. Thatis, these planning elements cannot be defined ahead of time; thus, the
planning environment must provide accessible methods
for the user to define their ownstates and actions. As in
other planning domains, change occurs. The user may
changethe initial or goal states at any time. Thesechanges
can include adding newobjects.
In general, users are morefamiliar with object-oriented
conceptsthan declarative concepts. To facilitate the user’s
ability to programour planner, we’veopted for a fully
object-oriented representation. The user has full access to
all the domainknowledgeand can create, edit, and delete
any domaininformation they wish including the class hierarchy, instances, and task templates (whichare objects).
Theinstances define the "current" or "initial" state. Users
can also create and edit plan objectives.
Of critical importanceto our users is the ability to see
what exists in the domain, to see what can be said about
those objects, to extend what exists and what can be said,
and to see the changespredicted by the plan. Usingobjects
and class hierarchies enables us to meet these needs.
By defining slots on classes rather than using arbitrary
predicates, we enable the user to see at a glance everything
that is knownand can be said about each object. The user
does not need to guess what each predicate applies to.
Instead, the slots of the objects play the role of the predi-

Robotics planning appropriately sees real-time reaction
and rich formal causal representations as critical for success. Toachieve this success, robotics planners are developing architectures that require extensive AI knowledgeto
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cate. Using CLOS’sMOP,the planner can showthe user
the list of applicableslots at eachplace that the user needs
to define a goal, effect, or condition. In addition, using a
slot facet we’vedefined for recording the legal value-type
of each slot, 1 the planner can also showthe user all the
legal values. Thesecapabilities enable us to build a powerful, structured interface for defining plan knowledge,
building plans, and analyzing plans.

2.0 Plan representation
Our plans are hierarchical and non-linear. The planner
does not insist on uniformexpansion(i.e., that each
"level" be fully expandedor that if there is an action at a
givenlevel, then all actions haveeither a hierarchical
descendentor ancestor at that level). Thereis not a strict
notion of level. As far as non-linearity goes, the planner
allows any ordering of actions as long as the order remains
consistent: that is, as long as the impositionof the order
does not create a temporal circularity. Thus, there maybe
ordering constraints betweenactions at different levels of
the plans or in different abstraction subtrees 0f the plan.

The planner includes a full modalrepresentation for "variables." For each variable used in the plan that does not
have a unique value due to unification, we create a new
object. FollowingWilkins, we namethese objects "indefinite objects." Weuse a defeasible truth maintenancesystem ala Doyle (1979) to track the necessary and possible
matches (we call them "codesignations" after Chapman
(1987)). Bill Davis is publishing a paper in this workshop
on this codesignation system (Davis, 1993). Werequire
the user to specify a class for each variable. Eachclass in
the user’s class hierarchythen keepstrack of its indefinites
as well as its instances.
2.2 Actions
Users create and modifyoperator instances (task templates) whichare the schematafor events or actions in the
domain. They manipulate the operators through an objectoriented interface using the presentation capabilities of
CLIM.They moveobjects or classes into the panes representing use-only-when,steps, main-effects,sideeffects,resource characteristics, and prerequisites of an
operator. Theythen specify whichslots of these objects
this operator cares about and what, if any, value constraints the operator imposeson those slots. The user specifies value constraints by movingin objects or classes
from the type hierarchy.

A "completed"plan does not have to be completely
ordered, does not have to have specific assignmentsfor
each "variable," and does not have to have an operator for
each goal. Thatis, any plan is completeas long as it is consistent. A plan prescribes and describes the anticipated
changes in the world. The user maybegin execution at any
time.
2.1

this object, slot, value representationin place of traditional
planning system’s sentential representation.

Theplanner then instantiates these task templates into
actions in the plan. Actionskeep track of the operator that
expandedthem (if any), the mappingbetweenthe variables in the template and the indefinite or definite objects
in the plan, howthe planner satisfied each use-only-when
and value-binding condition, the purpose of the action (a
goal), what action the action refines, whatactions refine
this action, and what changesthe action produces.

Domain objects

Users create and modifythe classes representing the
objects in their domain.Theseclasses are full-fledged
CLOS
classes. For each class, the users can create and
modifythe slots and their attributes. Weprovide four
attributes or facets for each slot: the type of object that it
takes as a value, whetherit takes multiple values or can
only have one value at a time, whocan see the slot, and an
optional documentationstring describing the slot. Users
can also create and modifyinstances for any class. Weuse

In addition, there are two hash tables for each action that
record that action’s predecessors and successors. The
tables do not merely encodean action net but the whole
precedencerelation. That is, in the plan a --> b ~ c, a’s
successors table wouldinclude both b and c. Whenthe
planner imposes a new precedence relation betweenthe
two nodese and f, it copies the contents offs "successors"
hashtable into e’s and into all the predecessorsof e (needing to copy into all the predecessors’ tables is whythere

1. CLOS
allowsprogrammers
to specify types for slots; however, in our planner,all slots canholdnot onlyelementsof the
slot’s type but also plan variables. Thus,wedefinedour ownslot
facet to holdthe slot’s "type."
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must be two tables). Similarly, it copies e’s predecessor
table into and beyondf. It stops copyingthe hashtables
whereverit finds that there are no newelements to add.
Thus, in a simple plan, looking up the precedencerelation
of any pair of nodes is a constant time operation while
imposinga new precedencerelation can take up to
2
¯
.
O (n).
There is¯ a comphcatton,
however.
Whenthe planner adds an expansion (or "refinement") to
node, it does not copy the precedencetables downto the
newaction nodes. Similarly, as the planner adds newelementsto a node’s tables, it does not copy those elements
up or downthe abstraction hierarchy. Thus, to find out
whether any action comesbefore, after, or is unordered
with respect to another action, the planner must check the
action’s hashtables. If it doesnot find the answerthere, it
must successively check the abstraction ancestors until it
finds a record. If it does not find a record, then the nodes
are unordered where "unordered" includes nodes on parallel branchesof a traditional action net and nodesin ancestral relationship to one-another. This precedencetest takes
O (log2n) where n is the numberof actions in the graph
and thus logn is the expected height. The storage space
for all the hashtablesis O(n2) .
In a standard action net, precedencetests require finding
paths and take at least O (n). Precedencetests are very
frequent operations; thus, the constant time to O (log2n)
complexityis very desirable.
The planner includes two other functions for makingdistinetions amongthe "unordered"relations: a function to
test whetherone action is an abstraction ancestor of
another O (logn) and a function to determine whether
one cannot come after another. Anaction cannot come
after another if it mustcomebefore, it is an ancestor, one
of its descendentsneeds to comebefore the other action,
or one of the other action’s descendents needs to come
after it. Theselast tworelations are uniqueto our planner
and makethe non-uniformexpansion and ability to impose
arbitrary precedencerelations very powerful. The cost of
this test can be as high as O (n2) mthe square of the
numberof descendantsfrom the test action.
2.3

Object histories

Giventhe object-oriented representation, we beganto
think of howto represent changesto objects over the plan.
1 developeda lightweight object type that contains only
We

the slots whosevalues change and additional information
neededto record howthe changefits into the plan. Wecall
these objects, change-objects.Each changeobject has the
following "behaviors":
original-object:returns the object that this change
object represents a changeto.
¯

previous-change-objects:
returns list of immediately
preceding changes for the same object.

¯

next-change-objects: list of immediately following
changesto this object.

¯ higher-level-change: the hierarchical parent to this
change.
¯ refinements: the hierarchical children of this change
¯ causing-action: the action that generated this change.
¯ enabled-actions: all actions that in someway count
upona changein this changeobject along with information about which change (slot-name and value).
This slot represents what Wilkins (1990) calls protectuntil andwhatCurrie and Tate (1991) call the GOST.
¯ slot-change-p: given a slot name, this function indicates whetherthat slot changedat this changeobject.
¯ slot-multiple-valued-p: indicates whether a slot can
take multiple values. Weuse this information to interpret the semantics of change in the MTCalgorithm.
¯ slot-values-added,
slot-value-asserted:the multiple
valued and single valued form for retrieving the new
values.
slot-values-removed:for multiple valued slots, what
values were negated at this change.
All domainobjects also support the next-change-objects
behavior. Thus, each object points to a graphcontaining all
its changes.This graphrepresents the history of that object
or an object-centric action net. If a changeoccurs to an
indefinite object, then that changeis inserted into the history for just that indefinite object. Thatis, indefinite
objects also support the next-change-objectsbehavior.
The object history of any given object only contains the
changesthat necessarily occur to that object.
Changeobjects that have refinements do not maintain their
next-change-objects
or previous-change-objects
links.
The planner maintains a graph for only the most detailed
level of change. With only one level, the planner can
1. Jay W.Tompkins
cameup with the original idea and design.
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maintain an accurate graph even given our flexible precedenceimposition rules. Withmorethan one level, it is
very difficult to maintaina graphin a traversable form.

Figure 1 showsa simple single-level plan from both the
traditional action-net representation and the object history
representation.

3.0 Deriving PERTcharts

4,0 The ModalTruth Criterion Algorithm

The user often wants to see the plan merelyfrom the perspective of someobject. In this case, our representation
provides an immediate correspondence. Moreoften, however, the user wants to see the "whole"plan. As long as we
restrict the user to only seeing one plane throughthe plan,
it is easy to generate this viewfromour representation. By
one plane, I do not meanthat it mustbe a specific level but
that the user cannot view an action and its abstraction in
2)
the same graph. Generating these graphs takes O (n
where n is the numberof nodes in the graph.1 Modifyinga
previously generated graph to replace a node with its
refinement or abstraction requires O (n). Modifyingit
reflect subsequently imposedprecedencerelations can
also be done quickly.

The ModalTruth Criterion (MTC)or Question Answering
algorithm uses these object histories and the precedence
function and does not use the actions.
TheMTC
algorithmstarts with at least an object, attribute,
action, and either the symbolbeforeor the symbolafter to
indicate at whichedgeof the action to test the truth. If the
caller supplies no value, then the MTCdetermines and
returns all possible values distinguishing necessary from
possible values and indicating the required binding and
linking constraints. If the caller supplies a value, the MTC
tests whetherthat value possibly or necessarily holds and
returns any constraints required to makeit necessarily
hold.
The MTCalgorithm first uses the codesignation lookup
function to determinewhichbase and indefinite objects
possibly and necessarily unify with the object of the query.
Thealgorithm then traverses the object histories for these

1. Wehave an O (logn) algorithmbasedon quicksort that
haven’t implemented.
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objects. Becausethese histories only have as manyvertices as there are changesto the specific object in the plan,
these histories will never be larger that the analogous
action net wouldbe. In most cases, the histories will be
considerablysmaller than the action net becauseit is
unlikely that every action will changethe sameobjects.

bering tests (traversing all the possibly unifying histories
looking for enabled-actions using the changed slot-name
and spanningthe time of the inserted effect).
A primary motivatorin this switch is that we wantusers to
be able to develop and extend their ownknowledgebases.
Our experience with users showsthat sentential representations are confusing to them. Users want to knowwhat
they have to work with and what they can say about those
things. The object-oriented representation with class
browsersand explicit inclusion of slots makesthese transparent.

To use the examplein Figure 1, a query about committee
membern if only the last "someone"possibly codesignates with that committee memberwould look through
just those two histories. The algorithm woulduse the
nearly constant time precedence lookup function to know
whento quit looking downthe histories and to adjudicate
amongits findings betweenhistories.

6.0 References
Of course, if the query were about the chair and the chair
could be any of the someones, then the algorithm would
needto look through the four object histories.
Bydeterminingthe possibly unifying objects at the start,
the algorithm does not have to performunification at each
changeagainst the queryobject. The only unification it
performsis against the value if one wassupplied as part of
the query.
As youcan see, object histories allow us to restrict the
MTCsearch space and reduce the unification checks. In
plans that contain chahgesto the queryobject or one of its
possible unifications at every action, our algorithmwill do
the sameamountof graph traversal as a typical MTC
algorithm; however,our experience showsthat these plans are
unusual unless they are very simple (a short set of cumulative changesto the sameobject). Evenin this unusualcase,
our algorithmsaves the effort of looking throughall the
add and delete-list items at each action and immediately
restricts is attention to just the changesthat possibly unify
with the query object. The only added expenseof our algorithm is computingall the possibly unifying objects at the
beginning.
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5.0 Summary
We’vesucceededat finding a newand effective representation for automatedplanning by setting aside sentential
logical formulaeand looking at the implications of a fully
object-oriented system. Becauseof space, we’ve only had
time to describe the beneficial implications of this change
for the MTC
algorithm. It also benefits precondition clob-
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